Student leaders hold
college life parley

On the campus, the question of married student housing was discussed. According to Melio, "Cal Poly has the fourth highest budget of all the state colleges. A proposal of $120,000 from the federal government for construction of a college unit for married students has never been tried."

In their way, "we can't fabricate," an anonymous student pointed out. "People Need People for State College University." Mrs. Melio at the meeting which he had attended. "We can't fabricate," he would support it. "The federation of the state college athletic association which is composed of the presidents of the 18 state colleges and their delegates, at several sessions during its opening," he felt, however, that it would feature dances representativeness for purposes of the student body and some faculty members. The convention also approved the proposal to move all married student housing on campus. It was the feeling of the majority of CSCPA delegates that the Trustees should be responsible for providing housing to married students.

In other action, the convention endorsed Proposition 2 which will appear on the November ballot. The proposition would allow the issuance of a bond for financial capital surpluses for state college construction.

Melio pointed out that the delegates feared that if Proposition 2 was not passed by the voters, the system would revert to the Cal Poly Bill under which all state colleges would have to pay $100 million.

The CSCPA delegates also endorsed the $1 million federal loan from the federal government for the construction of a College Union Building.

A proposal submitted by Cal Poly and Los Angeles State to have a one-conversion into two houses, a President's Home and a Student's Home, was met with approval by the delegates.

The Trustees also named D. R. Otteerson, director of admissions, and reorganization of the athletic department which Cal Poly received for the board of regents.
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The annual International Talent Show, sponsored by People to People Club, will be held October 28-29 at 8 p.m. in the Little Theater.

Tickets will be on sale at 7:30 p.m. General admission will be $1, and students admission will be 75 cents.

The theme of the talent show will be "People Need People." Representatives from every foreign student club on campus will be participating in the talent show activities.
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Pillsbury award open to home economic coeds

Pillsbury Awards application deadline is Nov. 9. Last year's
--El Mustang--
award went to a Cal Poly graduate, a student with a home economic background. Past finalists are also chosen.

The winner receives a four-year scholarship to the university and $1,900 for room, board, and tuition. She is to live in the dormitory at the university.

Julie Erickson, a Cal Poly graduate, also chosen.

In it student with a home economics degree, will face the University of California for awards presentation.

The chief of the state education department's bureau of junior college education says he thinks he knows why junior college students are expected to do well in the university or state colleges.

Arthur M. Jensen said, "It is apparent junior college students are first and foremost, that their purpose is teaching. They are not trying to find the students who are not interested in teaching.

The CTA backs up that contention.

Both the dairy and livestock judging teams are expected to do well in the University of California for awards presentation.

The team judged ten different dairy cattle, each class consisting of four animals. Grazing was scored equally on the basis of written judging and oral questions in the years ahead.

Bob Hope on Viat Sam

Bob Hope has done a great deal of entertaining in Vietnam. One day, after several performances, a Marine called to him: "Don't you think we're going to lose this war?"

"Well, Dr. Hope, next time don't you stop home and ask your wife?"

(From the Reader's Digest)

Department, a position planned to capture honors

AP—The California Teachers Association says the state's junior college judging teams have an edge at the Pacific International Intercollegiate Judging Contest which will be held at the Cow Palace on Nov. 6, and Chico State and Fresno State.

A jumpsuit and a pair of shoes is becoming feasible because of statistics that show that about 60 percent of California students in the state's junior colleges are enrolled at four-year schools.
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Three travel to Thailand to plan agricultural project

Three staff members left Oct. 25 on a trip to Bangkok, Thailand, that could signal the interruption of a major program at the college.

They are Harold Wilson, executive-director and director of staff services; Warren Smith, dean of agriculture; and La Verne Parry, director of continuing education.

Before they return on Nov. 19, they will visit officials of the Thai government to study the possibility and work out preliminary details for an assistance that nations in techonology, CAHPER, the Physical Education and Recreation department, recently participated in a program at the Mustang Booster Club.

In the quarter, the executive group decided to present the possibility of forming a group to help in Bangkok. The staff members discussed the possibility and voted in favor of it.

"A lot of the students are Physical Education majors and as their professional organization -- we wanted to show we were faithful in them, and this is the best way we find to do it," said the students that we had an active concern for the proposal by backing our fellow professional members," stated Carl McPherson, Advisor Starr Jense.

JENSEN, the National Honor Society in the Mustang Booster Club, decided to present the proposal by backing our fellow professional members.

Colorado State University, in the MUatang Bos pm ha i d a $100 Century Club. The Mustang Booster Club, decided to present the proposal by backing our fellow professional members.

Jensen pointed out that the three students who left Oct. 25, following the assignment of another person to the program in that nation would be paid $500.00 a month williool alfect this year. They are Harold Wilson, executive-director and director of staff services; Warren Smith, dean of agriculture; and La Verne Parry, director of continuing education.

Other programs are active in Zambia, Tanzania and Guatemala. The start-up work has been completed for programs for Sudan and Argentina.

The Gallo program is expected to appear on the assignment of three faculty members to that nation shortly after Jan. 1, 1968. Part of the Argentine program has been designed for the Gallo using the native language of the people.

In 1965, the assignment of a four-member team of instructors to the Manila Technical College, Philippines, was expanded by assignment of two additional members during the past summer. Additional assignment of another program is expected in December. Three other faculty members will join the team as regular and temporary consultants during the summer.

Most recently implemented of the projects in the Guatemala program. Projected for a year and a half, it began in September with assignment of a three-member team to Guatemala's Ministry of Agriculture.

The Cal Poly program, also designed to assist in development of agricultural teachers and an agricultural education program, will initially use a five-member instructor team assigned to the Shambal institute at Khartoum, Sudan. Also planned for a five-year term, the project calls for enlargement of the team to seven or eight members as it progresses.
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For peace in Vietnam:

"...We call for immediate cessation of United States bombing and the beginning of a clearly stated and swiftly phased withdrawal..."

Believing that war is contrary to the will of God, the Board of Directors of the American Friends Service Committee authorized early this year the publication of an analysis of the Vietnam war under the title Peace in Vietnam. Today we feel impelled to speak again about American involvement, not only because of the deepening tragedy of the war itself but also because of its dangerous impact on crucial aspects of American life. Our committee is deeply involved in the struggle in the United States against poverty, racial division, and unequal opportunities in education, housing, and livelihood. The causes that underlie our national problems have their counterpart in the Vietnam tragedy and in the needs and aspirations of men around the world. As the war escalated in Vietnam the voluntary demands require the establishment of plans for mutual betterment and cooperation at home. The danger of violence encircles here and elsewhere, and time runs out.

Therefore, we are grateful for Ambassador Goldberg’s formulation before the United Nations General Assembly of the steps the United States is prepared to take toward a peaceful settlement of the war in Vietnam, and share the nation’s hope that a positive response may yet come from North Vietnam. We are distressed, however, that this conciliatory initiative was undermined by the simultaneous announcement of a substantial increase in the planned production of United States war plans and by the resumption of massive B-52 bombing raids on North Vietnam for the first time since May, 1968.

Moreover, beyond the negative effect of these apparently contradictory actions is the larger difficulty that the American proposals have again been advanced in the context of an unagreed upon offer of generous terms to an aggressor. This context is intolerable, unacceptable to Hanoi, which sees itself as the victim of an unwarranted American interference in a civil war. Thus, while both sides ensure their desire to end the fighting, both expand their military forces and both announce their preparations to continue the war for years. Neither credits the other with integrity of purpose, neither has unequivocally offered to negotiate with acknowledged representatives of all political groups. Nor do the fighting men on both sides and the people of Vietnam suffer and die.

When all ideological and political considerations, all questions of prestige and commitment, of deeds and misdeeds, have been weighed in the balance, the fact remains that this open-ended agony is an affront to human dignity and a blow to human progress. The AFSC refuses to accept war as the ultimate solution of these crises; we deny that it has moral authority. Yet in the absence of a conciliatory response to Ambassador Goldberg’s proposals, we fear that progress for negotiation will recede further and that a climate of war in Vietnam will become the dominant factor in national policy and the only real options escalation or attrition.

In these grave circumstances, and to create a climate in which negotiation among all Vietnamese parties can occur, we call for an immediate resumption of United States bombing and the beginning of a clearly stated and swiftly phased withdrawal of all American troops and weapons, with provision for sanctuary for those who might suffer retaliation.

We hold that the United States, which has led in measures to escalate the war, has primary responsibility to go beyond proposals that depend for their implementation on the activities of others. We do not pretend that such measures will abate the deep wounds of the past or lead to a prompt end of the problems of Vietnam. All we assert is that the certain agony of continued war is intolerable, and that the way out lies in United States action to end it.

Because we believe this is the right course for us to urge, the American Friends Service Committee proposes to undertake the following:

1. We are going to draw heavily on the modest resources of the American Friends Service Committee and are seeking to organize individuals in order to do all we can to increase our humanitarian efforts. We feel impelled to do so when faced with the plight of a people struggling against the damage being done to them by the United States, and the peril to our own souls if we do not respond as fast as we can. In our own country, the campaign for American withdrawal must be the subject of our most intense efforts.

2. Though we directly oppose the war itself, we will do all we can to increase our humanitarian efforts. We have persons working now among war sufferers in South Vietnam, and we seek to do likewise in North Vietnam and in territories held by the National Liberation Front. We call on Americans to grapple with the moral issues raised by participation in the war in Vietnam.

3. We intend to work vigorously to strengthen freedom in America and to encourage those who are considered to bereamble to a peaceful settlement of the war in Vietnam.

4. We will work to redress the wrongs in the United Nations whose present weakness is a tragedy for all men.

5. We will support and encourage as we are able the young men who cannot conscientiously accept war service in Vietnam. We urge young men to fail and be killed. We call on Americans to grapple with the moral issues raised by participation in the war.

6. We will encourage and work with religious groups throughout the United States to end this war.

7. We will encourage and work with religious leaders throughout the United States to end this war.

8. We will encourage public discussion of all the serious implications of United States bombing and the beginning of a clearly stated and swiftly phased withdrawal of all American troops and weapons, with provision for sanctuary for those who might suffer retaliation.

Gifford White, Chairman of the Board

Address:

Please send me more information.

160 North 15th St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
Calf naming contest open to all students

Win a prize! Name Betsy's calf.

Betsy, our Guernsey Dairy cow, has recently had her third calf and a contest is being sponsored by the Dairy Department to name it.

Betsy, whose full name is Polytechnic Leader Betsy, had her calf on Oct. 11 in front of the maternity barn at the dairy. There was quite an audience present, and many interested visitors have stopped by to see the animal.

Polytechnic Personnel Bullet, Betsy's first calf, has recently had a calf of her own, Betsy's second calf, a yearling, is named Polytechnic Kit Ballou. The name selected for the third calf must be submitted in writing to the Dairy Department, and Betsy, Bullet, and Ballou.

The sire is named Thornlea, and the dam is up to those entering the contest.

Book review slated for author-teacher

Robert P. Hansen, whose second novel, "Glimpse of Canaan," came off the press at the end of October, has interviewed Tuesday, Nov. 1, by two of his colleagues in the English and Speech Department.

Robert J. Holtz and James J. Petersen will be interviewing Hansen. The interview is part of the "Books At High Noon" program, which is a book review program held every Tuesday in the Staff Dining Hall, Room A.

Hansen, who teaches courses in Advanced Composition, previously talked about his first novel, "The Salt of Summer." Having had good press reviews on this book, he says: "I'm looking at the (book) now would seem like traveling, but I'm always willing to answer questions."

The interview is to discuss information about writing and the usual review wouldn't reach.

Christian Science

Christian Science will be exclusive in a public lecture to be in Science X-27 on Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 8:00 P.M.

Herbert E. Blake, C.S.B., of San Francisco will be the speaker. Blake has been an authorized Christian Science teacher and practitioner for many years, and is a member of the Church's Board of Lectureship.

The title of his lecture will be, "Bountiful Living—Found Through Christian Science."

Ski club

Ski Club will host Dr. Tibo Boretti, a newly-nominated European expert in the prevention of winter sports accidents.

Admission is free, and the pub-

lic is invited to attend. Dr. Boretti is scheduled to give his first lecture, "Skiing and Safety," on Wednesday, November 9, at 7:00 P.M., in the Little Theatre.

In his talk "Racing in Skiing," Dr. Boretti will discuss specialization and safety rules in competitive skiing.

Students to tour farming units

Members of the Southern California Agriculture Teachers Association (SCATA) and 40 students will be on campus Saturday, in four agricultural units.

An instructor will be available for each student for a minimum of one hour to explain the different roles and their contributions to the various units.

All from the Los Angeles area, the students are in grades nine to 12.

The tour is one of the many to be sponsored by campus tours, an Agricultural Council committee.

Students and teachers will be taken to the following units: Dairy and Poultry units. The tour, to last from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., will be headed by students' advisor, Alan Barr, Ben Miller, David Kipper, and Bill Roberts.

$399.50 Jet to Paris

"En Route to Paris" is a 13-week, 4 -- 6 week every month trip of ALLIANCE FRANCAISE

Example Rates—

10 words for one Insertion-60 cents
15 words for one Insertion-85 cents

Deadline for ad copy—

Tuesday at 11 a.m. for Friday paper
Friday at 11 a.m. for Tuesday paper

Ad rates are now accepted in GA 228 between the hours of 9 to 12 and 1 to 4 P.M. For further information call 546-2164.
Mustangs win homecoming

OFF AND RUNNING... halfback Richard Terrell rambled for 201 yards against Stay Farnoso Valley State last week. His efforts were last two-yard short of breaking the site game individual record held by Harold Bower set in 1959.

Terry in the leading racer for the Mustangs gaining 11 yards in 12 carries while moving four times. John Sutherland (8-158) hands off to Terrell which led to a touchdown. (photo by John Kerr)

Cal Poly Mustangs will get no rest tomorrow night as they go up against the wise of Cal State at Long Beach's Jack Bell Jr. No. 2 in the nation in the total offense 429 small collegues, at Veterans Stadium at 7:30pm.

Reilly and Co."will try to make their home court a happy one" by dispelling the Mustangs, after being upset by Arizona State last week. 30-19. The other other offense was prepared as the meeting of Sun Dance States 28-16.

Reilly had right of his powers picked off by Northern Arizona for 157 yards, a poor night for him.

Matador quarterback Bruce Leonmurn faced slightly better against the Mustangs, gaining 146 yards. But it wasn't enough as halfback Rich Terrell racked up 201 yards and two touchdowns to lead the hosts to a 38-13 homecoming win over Sun Farnoso Valley State last Saturday.

Terrell, a junior from Rich­ mond, came within two yard of the National rushing mark for one game. The existing record is held by Carl Huwaer, who set the standard of 205 yards against UC8B in 1975.

Originally he was credited with 199 yard, but a just game check of the statistics uncovered the error as he was not credited with a 4 yard gain on a play which he fumbled and the Mustangs retrieved.

Offensive backfield coach Emily Zampone lead back Sheldon Harden were held back in their attempts for the Mustangs touchdown.

Coach Harden said that Terrell's improvement is a result of more self-confidence. "He could make a move to get into the end zone on his first touchdown," Harden related.

Coach Zampone observed, "If we ever want to explode up the trap, he could be a great back.

Zampone made the necessary change weeks ago after the Cal Western and, apparently, is doing some exploiting.

Terrell broke loose in the second quarter, 8 and 4 yard respectively, to break a field back at barrells, after he troubled the lead during the half.

The Matadors opened the kick-off as 38 yard field goal from Anthony Bay, then Jerry Turner with field goal at the second quarter. Bay kicked the extra point in the shootout a 17-7.

On the following kickoff, Turner didn't give the 5,9011 a chance to settle down. He fumbled, Matador Tally be set to kick-off and scrambled off for the touchdown.

According to coach Turner it was a great opportunity for the touchdown.

Kicking Specialist Long Cove tried four kicks to try to put up a double gain.

Burris Saddlery

Yours Headquarters for Western Wear
Hyde, Justin, Acme & Texas Boots,
Seminole, Okaloos

W. E. BURRIS, Mgr.

1033 Chorro St. Phone 543-4101

Traditional Shop for Young Men
Wickenden's

Authentic Natural Shoulder
and Continental Fashions

MONTEREY & CHORRO, SAN LUIS OBISPO

We specialize in

HIGH-QUALITY

Photo finishing
for your photos.

We also specialize in

HIGH-QUALITY

Photo finishing
for your photos.

Contact your Placement Office for interview dates or write Personnel Dept.
Salt River Project, P. O. Box 9900, Phoenix, Arizona

Presbyterian & United Church Campus Ministry
Campus Pastor: Rev. Bruce S. Hadley serving all students at the temporary Campus Church Center on Opposite Health Campus
1233 Oakdale - Phone 543-9990, 543-9991
The Mustangs win

The Mustangs scored the next 13 points on a 7 yard pass from Lemmerman to left end Rich Hillingston, an extra point attempt was blocked by Lemmerman’s pass. Mijl kissed the extra point to tie the score, 14-14.

Terrill, then arrived on the scene and seemingly put the game out of his reach. His dashes of 21 and 18 yards made him the team’s top scorer with 4 total points.

However, San Fernando refused to go down without a fight, scoring on a 1 yard run from Lemmerman to left end Rich Hillingston. Actually, Lemmerman passed to Gerry Peters for 45 yards. After applying the pass, Peters was hit and chopped the ball, which Hillingston picked up and carried in for his score.

Score by Quarters

San Fernando . . . 6-14-14-14-28 Cal Poly . . . 0-14-14-14-28

The Mustangs won by five points in the third quarter but managed to rumble for two more touchdowns in the fourth quarter.

Cal Poly opened the game with a 44 yard pass from Curtice to Matt Schermerhorn for a 7 yard gain, which set up a 2 yard TD run by (4-4-4-4)

The Mustangs scored the next 13 points on a 7 yard pass from Lemmerman to left end Rich Hillingston, an extra point attempt was blocked by Lemmerman’s pass. Mijl kissed the extra point to tie the score, 14-14.

Terrill, then arrived on the scene and seemingly put the game out of his reach. His dashes of 21 and 18 yards made him the team’s top scorer with 4 total points.

However, San Fernando refused to go down without a fight, scoring on a 1 yard run from Lemmerman to left end Rich Hillingston. Actually, Lemmerman passed to Gerry Peters for 45 yards. After applying the pass, Peters was hit and chopped the ball, which Hillingston picked up and carried in for his score.

Score by Quarters

San Fernando . . . 6-14-14-14-28 Cal Poly . . . 0-14-14-14-28

UP AND OVER--Revel Kilburn scored Tim O’Cee placed fourth in the jumping class and second in English equitation last Saturday. The event was the annual Fall Horse Show sponsored by the Casuals and Helpmate Club.

Remember, you buy the finest Used Cars where the Finest New Cars are Sold

1961 Oldsmobile Cutlass $1,050
1961 Pontiac Grand Prix $1,100
1960 Dodge 400 Station Wagon $1,200
1958 Chevrolet 2D Sedan $1,280
1957 Cadillac Coupe $1,450
1958 Ford 4D Sedan $1,590

Standard Motors
1701 Monterey
Phone 483-1700

Chapman — Fullerton — International
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perspective...comforting the afflicted and afflicting the comforted

From the horse's mouth

by Dave Rosenbaum

Every several years the editor of this paper, we make what has become a now-old tradition in this column—El Mustang Extortion Campaign Edition. This time we feature the California gubernatorial candidates.

It must be pointed out here that we have been wrong only once in our predictions. This event occurred in 1912 when we forecast a handily Truman victory. Everyone knows that Benny walked off that day with a smile on his face. As Robert Ingersoll once said, "A penny saved is a penny earned."

As we continue in this fine old tradition, let us remember that El Mustang predictions are based solely on extensive surveys, deep analysis and expert opinion. Our prognosis, sir, Mustang is prepared in the clearest of terms.

Roving reporter

What do you think of faculty-staff evaluations?

by Mike Williams

"Faculty evaluation is up on the block, but the public is mugging the threat of evaluation, but it is on the way in the right direction. With dogged persistence, the program can go further than the publication of a booklet and still realize an improvement in the quality of instruction."

L. F. O'Connor-Instructor, Bus, Dept.

"It is really going to happen? When? Obviously, in the face of the evaluation bloc, but because I volunteered to help with it, I favor it, because I don't have anything to hide."

John T. Tennant-Instructor, Bus, Dept.

"I feel that the students are the only ones qualified to evaluate the faculty, and I'm sure that they are capable of doing it. Students are the only ones who are going to have to live with the results, so let them have a say in the matters, but let the students also be involved in coming up with the materials."

Ted Barchet-Instructor, Bus, Dept.

"I believe the students are the only ones qualified to evaluate the faculty and the students will eventually see the results of their work."

W. Fray-Instructor, Off dept.

"The faculty evaluation idea is excellent as long as it doesn't become a popularity contest. I think that the students are the only ones who should be able to vote and the whole system is open to evaluations."

Aryan Bost-Instructor, Bio, Sci.

"I think in science, it is merely formalizing something the students don't have to do. There is constant talk about how we are going to use instructors to guide the students, who gain much from tests, etc. This evaluation proposal amounts to a formalization of the most obvious of the duties, evaluation of the faculty. If it is well done, we will do better in the faculty, although it could be done before we ever were there. The end result is the same, no matter what, but by having it already, the final results should be better."

Conservatively speaking

by Bob Korson

OBSCENITY INITIATIVE—De¬ signs early publicity drive to bring matter and conduct, res¬ dences, discuss cut and conduct. Records rules and procedures for prosecution violations. Makes no legal decision in a case. Requires guidelines in the enforcement and government civil, criminal or community to perform its duties."

The above is a summary of the "Clean" California initiative, Proposition 10, upon which the citizens of California, May 1966, will vote. Proposition 10 seeks to define "obscene" material as compared with the definitions of, kind of, magazine pornography, 100% of obscene and other sex which are not obscene."

Sponsors of Proposition 10 are known as CLEAN (California Legislative Essentials Net). This means men and women before that by guaranteeing pornography in any form privy and justly defines a handkerchief in our society."

The Editor

Glimpses of the Past

Fifteen Years Ago at Cal Poly...

The housing situation was worse than ever, 2,100 students slept in the airport hangar, hotels and gyms. Poly students contributed more than $400 to fund for the armed forces in any month. After several requests from the administration, President Deere finally made a rule that Poly men (the school was all educational) would have to be feeding the local high and campus. It seems that the poor men want to view the school on the female young female before the high school opened in the morning, during lunch, after schoollet next."

The Editor

According to the vague definitions, the process will determine whether or not the defendant is guilty. In its determination, the jury must consider the commu¬ nity as a whole, the young and old, enlightened and unenlightened, the sub¬ culture and the religious or non-religious or non-religious or non-religious or non-religious or non-religious.

Sponsors of Proposition 10 are known as CLEAN (California Legislative Essentials Net). This means men and women before that by guaranteeing pornography in any form privy and justly defines a handkerchief in our society."

For the sake of discussion, let's say that the process is a perfectly fair process. Let's say that the witnesses are all honest and competent. Let's say that the jury is completely unbiased. Let's say that the judge is completely unbiased.
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